What is **ESdat Online?**

It’s simple.
We took the most widely used function of ESdat and put it on-line. You can now store all your lab data in the cloud. **Tabulate** and **map** your lab data from a browser. **Quickly** generate inputs for your report.

- **Tabulate data with ease (including QA)**
  - Accept data or reject for re-issue
  - Combine multiple lab reports to create tables
  - Compare results with pre-loaded criteria
  - Create and save preferred formatting such as colour highlighting of exceedences
  - Apply statistics
  - Create field and lab QA tables
  - Tag data with comments to share with other users to review
  - Export to excel for inclusion in reports

- **Map your data**
  - Assign coordinates to sample locations
  - Overlay your sample locations on Google Maps (embedded within ESdat Online)
  - Create custom ‘mini tables’ displaying key information against sample locations
  - ‘Mini tables’ can be filtered for example to show only exceedences or certain compounds
  - Apply custom formatting to the ‘mini tables’
  - Export customised ‘mini tables’ to GIS to generate high quality report figures
Access your lab data wherever, whenever

- One location in the cloud to securely store and access all your data from multiple labs
- Labs simply email results to your dedicated email address and they will appear ready to use ESdat Online will then send you a new data email notification with a link direct to your data
- Archive your data for as long as required
- Retrieve archived data instantly

Share your data

- Create as many users as you wish, your project team, clients, auditors, regulators - you control who accesses your data
- Assign different project and administration permissions to different users
- Create projects to keep your lab reports organised
- Link your data to a custom designed web portal (for an example see Aquadata)

What is ESdat Server?

ESdat Online is available as an onsite alternative to Cloud hosting.